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On trend: fashion meets
innovation in Paris
ADF&PCD in Paris, held earlier this year, proved the place to be for packaging
professionals in the perfume, cosmetics and premium food sectors. On assignment
for PKN, Dominique Huret of Cape Decisions shares highlights that caught her eye.
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PET PROJECT

Sustainability is now
a fully integrated part
of developments for
major groups. Unilever has
replaced virgin PET with
100 per cent recycled PET,
20 per cent of which is
reclaimed from oceans
and waterways, for its REN
Skincare Atlantic pack.
The brand chose the dark
colour of the bottle as
a design feature. The
packaging message links to
the product’s composition
of bio-actives sustainably
sourced from the ocean.
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WASTE NOT

Xeracalm
from Avène,
the thermal
water skincare
brand, is a range of
‘sterile cosmetics’
offering preservativefree formulas with
properties and
efficacy that do not
alter over time. Brand
owner Pierre Fabre
Group partnered with
RPC Bramlage for six
years to develop a
dispensing system for sterile
distribution. The pump is subject to six
patents, integrates a one-way valve and
can be combined with an airless bottle
or a tube. The bottle allows 95 per cent
restitution of the formula, reducing
product waste. The pack is 100 per cent
recyclable and is made in France, with
sleeve by Sleever International. The
packaging protects the formula and
guarantees the product’s inviolability.
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LIP SERVICE

Women’s fragrance,
“Cacharel Yes
I am” targets
teenage consumers with
its distinctive custom
red lipstick-like spray
cap. The six technical
components allow the
perfume to diffuse
directly from the
‘lipstick’. The bottle itself
has a padded effect.
An outer lid protects
the spray header, so
no outer packaging is
required at point of sale.
The spray cap is from
Albéa and the bottle
from Gerresheimer.
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DYE MENTION

In the personal
care category,
Kao Rerise Next
Generation for Gray Hair
Care is a new generation
aerosol to help
consumers easily apply
hair colour in the bath.
Not surprisingly, the first
target market is Japan,
where hair colouring is a
massive market. The
container features a new
leverage button for
effortless delivery, and a
hook for easy handling
with wet hands.
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SQUAD GOALS

In the Pentawards design competition staged
during the event, Australian design company
Squad Ink was recognised for its outstanding
packaging design for Sydney-based Archie Rose Distilling
Co.’s Archie Rose X Horisumi limited release gin series
comprising four bottles reflecting four seasons. This is the
result of a collaboration between Archie Rose and
acclaimed tattoo artist Horisumi. To respect the Japanese
tradition of not showing tattoos in public, the Furoshiki
commonly used to wrap parcels of food or gifts tastefully
conceals Horisumi’s art for the Japanese market.
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OCEAN DROP

The Armenian design company Backbone Branding,
worked on the brand identity and concept of a
specialist seafood restaurant and was asked
afterwards to create unique packaging for the restaurant’s
house-wine. The branding and concept were designed for
fish lovers, who appreciate the real taste of wine and true
hospitality in an inspiring atmosphere. The core design
element is fish scale, a simple, yet bold concept as this is
a common feature of all fish. A special technique was used
for printing on mirror metallic papers, which are hand-wrapped
on the bottle and twisted gently. The idea of this high end
packaging is to show the passion and deep dialogue of
drinking wine with fish.

TREE TOP

Quadpack, one of the ADF&PCD
sponsors, attracted a lot of
attention, especially for its latest
projects developed from its YouWood
range of make-up packaging solutions.
The Loewe Esencia fragrance cap is
made of sustainably-sourced ash. This
wooden cap follows the same
dimensions as its
counterpart on the
core range, with a flat
top rounding off
towards the bottom.
Coated with a deep
black colour, the cap
has then been
hand-treated with
a lustrous
brushing in gold
leaf, a manual,
artisanal process
complementing
Quadpack
Wood’s
industrialised
operation.

Packed With
Possibilities
Develop clearer, tougher packaging
– faster with our high-performance
polyolefins.
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STAR PERFORMER

Guerlain’s Terracotta bronzing
powder is back with a new version.
Star product since the 2016
Collection, the “route des îles” edition
once again comes packaged in a beautiful
wooden compact expertly crafted at
Quadpack Group’s Technotraf
manufacturing facility, which has now been
renamed Quadpack Wood and is part of
Quadpack’s manufacturing division in
Catalonia, Spain; this also includes the
Quadpack Impressions decoration plant
and the Quadpack Plastics injectionmoulding facility. Quadpack Wood is
certified by both the FSC and PEFC,
sourcing raw materials from sustainablymanaged forests. All production waste in
the factory is recycled into animal bedding,
chipboard, and biomass fuel.
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CAN FESTIVAL

Mutti commissioned the Italian Auge Design
agency to re-design six special-edition packs from
its standard range. These were four tin cans (for
tomato paste, cherry tomatoes, peeled tomatoes and
Datterini tomatoes), a tomato puree glass bottle, and
a tomato concentrate tube. Mutti has a long
history in the processed tomato
industry, and this is reflected
visually in the graphic symbols
taken from the original packaging
that are combined into a pattern,
while the glamorous appearance
of the exterior brings the products
right up to date. Bright silkscreenprinted colours contrast with the
ivory background on the packs,
and sophisticated gold foil gives
them a luxurious look.

See what is possible with us for
flexible and rigid packaging at
www.lyb.com/packaging.

